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MATCH REPORT 

 

Summary of Game: 

Round 2 saw us take on Nth Ryde again, at their home ground again, on a hot day, Again.  

It was a great start for the Lightning as we kicked the first goal of the match. Annie R gathered the 
ball, baulked around a player then kicked the goal. It was fantastic effort in the middle as they 
moved the ball forward well. The Lightning tackled and bumped hard early which generated a lot of 
contested ball wins.  

In the second quarter the Dockers came out fast and tried to bomb the ball forward to put pressure 
on our back line. Mikaela at full back intercepted the ball on multiple occasions to deny the Dockers 
shots at goal. The Dockers kicked three goals this quarter, but the Lightning held firm. A great 
transition out of the centre by Lara W, a handball over the top to Annie R saw her kick her second 
goal. Even the opposition coach was impressed.   

The third quarter saw a tough contest between both teams and the lightning showed their 
competitive spirit and beat the Dockers to the ball. Lara W backed her run and kicked a great goal. It 
was a great running effort from Sophie as she pushed up the wing and gave a target for her team 
and took a few great marks as well.  

The last quarter saw the ball bombed into the Dockers forward line a lot. It was impressive to see 
Bailey attack every ball, Ella also did not stop running all day and as it got hard bailey and Ella kept 
creating contests and drove the ball forward at every chance. 

Be happy and proud of your efforts today. On another hot day the Northwest Lightning are showing 
that we will and can produce a great brand of football.  

 

Score: Nth Ryde    7G 10B = 52 

 Northwest Lightning 3G 3B = 21 

Goals:  Annabel Richardson 2, Lara Walker 1 

Report by: Shaun Elliott 
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